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ABSTRACT

We report on a long-term participatory design process during
which we designed and improved RealTimeChess, a collab-
orative but competitive game that is played using touch in-
put by multiple people on a tabletop display. During the de-
sign process we integrated concurrent input from all players
and pace control, allowing us to steer the interaction along a
continuum between high-paced simultaneous and low-paced
turn-based gameplay. In addition, we integrated tutorials for
teaching interaction techniques, mechanisms to control terri-
toriality, remote interaction, and alert feedback. Integrating
these mechanism during the participatory design process al-
lowed us to examine their effects in detail, revealing for in-
stance effects of the competitive setting on the perception of
awareness as well as territoriality. More generally, the result-
ing application provided us with a testbed to study interaction
on shared tabletop surfaces and yielded insights important for
other time-critical or attention-demanding applications.

ACM Classification: H.5.m [User Interfaces]: Miscellane-
ous—Multi-Touch Interfaces.

General terms: Design, Human Factors

Keywords: Multi-touch multi-user gaming, participatory de-
sign, simultaneous collaboration, territoriality, awareness.

INTRODUCTION

With the increasing availability of touch-sensitive display
technology in small and large devices it becomes more and
more important to create user interfaces that are well suited
to this new user interaction paradigm. In this paper we focus
on the development of a gaming application that makes use
of simultaneous multi-user interaction on a multi-touch table-
top display. Such tabletop settings are not yet marketed to a
mass audience, likely due to the hardware’s cost, its availabil-
ity, and the lack of a ‘killer application.’ However, collabo-
rative gaming is becoming increasingly popular not only in
remote settings but also using shared displays. It is thus im-
perative to explore in depth the potential of tabletop displays
as novel environments to support gaming.
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Figure 1: Four people playing RealTimeChess.

In our work we focus on integrating many of the affordances
of touch-sensitive tabletop displays (such as the horizontal
layout, the large surface size, multi-touch sensing, touch pre-
cision, and multi-user interaction) into a practical application.
During a long-term design and development process, we cre-
ated a mature application whose capabilities and interactivi-
ties were thoroughly investigated. Our goal was to take ad-
vantage of the tabletop setting and to design a unique type of
gaming experience that can be supported based on it.

Specifically, we support multiple (identified) people who si-
multaneously play a tabletop game using a touch-based UI
(Fig. 1). While it is known [15, 16] that teams of people tend
to frequently switch between parallel independent work and
closely coupled collaboration stages (for information work),
we aimed to stimulate (high-paced) collaboration phases with
our gaming application that are a synthesis between the two
extremes: while people are playing a joint game in a closely
coupled way, they are still performing actions in parallel
as they compete with each other. Sequential collaboration
and parallel interaction, in our co-located interaction setting,
thus are the extremes of an interaction spectrum between
turn-based and simultaneous gameplay. With our tabletop
game we examine this effect as well as the effects of terri-
toriality, collaboration and communication, perception and
awareness, and surfaces interaction and gameplay.

For this purpose we report on the long-term participatory de-
sign process that lead to our touch game RealTimeChess in
which we closely involved potential users during all devel-
opment stages. The game is based on the well-known tradi-
tional chess game with its board, its pieces, and their motion
patterns to help people understand the game and to learn its
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mechanics quickly. Moreover, the game allows players to
simultaneously manipulate the pieces on the board but also
controls by different ways the frequency of their actions. It
thus provides the richness of real-time interaction in a gam-
ing context. We paid special attention to the mentioned in-
teraction aspects and describe not only the different develop-
ment stages and the decisions that drove them but also sum-
marize what we learned from the process. In particular, we
saw that the specific interaction techniques that were offered
and the specific settings of the environment affected the inter-
action behavior of people and that, specifically, the compet-
itive setting changed how issues of territoriality and aware-
ness were treated by players.

RELATED WORK

Work related to our own can mainly be found in two areas:
gaming on touch-sensitive tabletop displays and the simulta-
neous interaction of multiple people on touch displays. We
discuss both domains in detail below.

Games on Digital Tabletops

The general setting of horizontal digital surfaces is well suited
for games due to its similarity to traditional board games.
Several tabletop game prototypes have been developed in
the past including False Prophets [19], STARS (Knight Mage,
Monopoly) [18], Tankwar [26], Entertaible [13], the TViews
role playing game [20], Marble Market [5], and Settlers of
Catan [11, 12]. Most of these examples are tabletop versions
of classic games (board, role-playing, or video games), they
show that digital tabletops are well suited for collaborative or
competitive games, and people generally like them.

It has been argued [17] that, while digital tabletop games are
inspired by traditional board games, their additional video
game influence may lead to a new class of hybrid games.
However, existing digital tabletop games largely employ turn-
based interaction as in traditional games where each player
must wait before others have finished their turn. Digital table-
top gameplay based on simultaneous interaction which is fa-
cilitated by multi-touch surfaces and which is common in the
PC and console worlds, so far, has only rarely been studied.

One example of simultaneous collaborative tabletop gaming
in a touch-sensitive display context has been studied by Tse
et al. [37, 38]. Specifically, they concentrated on multi-modal
interaction of teams of people with two PC games (Warcraft
III, The Sims) by means of bi-manual gestures and speech in-
put. A specific benefit of multi-modal interaction was found
to be an added level of awareness between collaborating mul-
tiple players. The focus of this work was on collaboration
within a team with a common joint goal. A competitive
setup was described by Fukuchi and Rekimoto [5] in their
Marble Market game for up to four players, each of who use
their arms to simultaneously control many independent game
pieces. While the authors report some informal observations,
these are not generalizable and the game is used mostly as a
testbed for their SmartSkin hardware. With our game, Real-
TimeChess, we expand on both approaches by providing
findings within different player contexts (single players vs.
several teams), competing goals (players play against each
other), and investigations into pace and speed of execution.

Relating to this aspect of pace and speed, one of the main
characteristics of RealTimeChess is to abandon the turns of
chess and to let players move their pieces simultaneously.
Stanley et al. similarly abandoned turns for their digital ver-
sion of real-time chess [8, 35]. Their research investigated
how accumulated contextual information could be used to
modify game state and how using this information affected
gamer’s strategies, behavior, and game play overall. While
this work is related in its real-time nature to ours, we instead
focus on the effects of game features related to the tabletop
setting and tabletop interaction with RealTimeChess.

Simultaneous Interaction of Groups on Touch Displays

One aspect particularly important for our setting is the simul-
taneous collaborative interaction that is facilitated by multi-
touch displays. This simultaneous collaboration can lead to
conflict situations when two or more people try to access the
same object, leading to confusion and interference [23]. In
most cases, such simultaneous interactions are seen as a prob-
lem that needs to be mitigated by the system [21, 23, 31]. For
example, Ringel Morris et al. [23] devised different strategies
of conflict resolution: a user is designated to decide how to
resolve problems; in case of conflict, all users must agree by
a vote; or the system itself becomes the arbiter. Alternatively,
a privilege system can be used that determines for each ob-
ject which person can access it. More restrictive solutions
force users to synchronize themselves by using cooperative
interaction techniques [22]. Tse et al. [36] divide the whole
environment into zones so that each user has his or her own
view and the freedom to interact inside this zone. However,
this solution may impact group coordination.

The effects of simultaneous interaction, however, can also be
used as an advantage to support collaboration. For example,
Isenberg et al. created [14] and studied [15] a system for vi-
sual information analysis. In this system, the interaction of
one user with an instance of an object (such as a search term
or a document) affects all related representations of this ob-
jects used by another person. This aspect of their system lead
to an increased level of awareness of a collaborative investiga-
tion process. This type of real-time awareness is of particular
importance in collaborative real-time situations where ‘infor-
mation is not waiting for users,’ for example in flight control
systems on tabletops [6]. Here, time pressure on the dynam-
ics of a group of tabletop users is of essential importance.
Zhang et al. [39] studied such a setting using free-paced and
critically-paced scenarios and their findings indicate that col-
laborations between users (discussions, resources sharing, co-
operation, and knowledge transmission) decrease under time
pressure. While this may be negative for a command-and-
control setting, it may be an interesting aspect in a real-time
gaming setting such as ours.

In summary, many aspects of simultaneous interaction are
important for us to consider but may not necessarily be best
realized the same way in games as they are in work settings.
The most important aspects we considered are arising con-
flicts, collaboration between people and teams, and real-time
strategies. In our approach we aim to integrate them as part
of our context of gameplay, and examine how gameplay is
affected in the tabletop context.



PARTICIPATORY DESIGN PROCESS

To be able to incorporate a wide range of user feedback into
the interface design process we followed a multi-stage par-
ticipatory design process. The whole design process took
place over the course of approximately three years and lead
to a well-tested and stable tabletop game. In total, 48 peo-
ple participated intensively in the design process, while we
also received additional feedback from several other people.
Specifically, the development in Stages 1–3 was guided by
informal feedback, after which in a first study 22 people par-
ticipated (17 male, 5 female, ages 21 to 41, all members of
our institute). Of these 6 were novice chess players, one was
a frequent player. This first qualitative study had two parts:
first, people played in groups of two (11 groups), in the sec-
ond part 8 of the initial 22 people played in two groups of
four. In both parts one experimenter explained the interface,
gave instructions, and took notes while observing the players’
actions who were asked to think-aloud. After each game, the
players were interviewed as a group and asked about their
opinion of the game, what problems they met, and general
suggestions. This led to Stages 4 and 5 which were evalu-
ated in separate studies whose details are reported below.

By applying a participatory design methodology with our
large number of players we were able not only to iron out us-
ability and stability issues but also, more importantly, could
analyze the effect of many interaction issues and benefits that
are commonly associated with collaborative direct-touch and
multi-user interfaces. While many interaction techniques for
tables and group work strategies have been discussed in the
past, we had to re-test and make adjustments to many pro-
posed solutions to be most effective in our tabletop game
setting. In particular, our game provided an excellent op-
portunity to try how specific game design features could be
adjusted, re-designed, and mashed-up to elicit certain behav-
iors, such as more or less collaboration, awareness, and in-
teraction with the board and other players. We outline how
these features evolved in the following section to provide a
clear argument for our game choices, to discuss which table-
top interaction techniques we changed and newly designed,
and how these influenced players’ strategies and behaviors.

Stage 1: Chess with Simultaneous TwoPlayer Input

To realize our RealTimeChess game we started our design
by implementing a traditional two-player chess board and
pieces in a top-down 3D view [10] (Fig. 2) where pieces are
controlled by identified touch input using a DiamondTouch
[4] setting. Based on this straight-forward implementation
our first goal was to explore aspects of concurrent gameplay.
We specifically did not start with an existing single-user PC
game (as done, e. g., by Tse et al. [37]) to allow us a higher
degree of flexibility for our simultaneous multi-player design.
To explore this aspect, our initial step was to transform the
traditional turn-based strategy game into a real-time applica-
tion where interactions occur fundamentally simultaneously,
to reduce waiting times and increase the pace. This choice
had a fundamental influence on many aspects of the original
game which we needed to change, modify, and re-design:

Interaction: As we abandoned turns, we allowed pieces to
be moved by the players at any time. Initially, we had imple-

Figure 2: The initial RealTimeChess implementation.

mented ‘tap-n-tap’ as a way to move pieces in which players
would tap on the piece to move and then tap on the target
field, taking advantage of identification provided by the Dia-
mondTouch device to associate taps to tap sequences of spe-
cific users. The change to simultaneous playing, however,
resulted in an increase of game pace and we observed that
players quickly tried to find the fastest way to move pieces.
Consequently, players also tried to move pieces by means of
‘drag-n-drop,’ so we added this interaction as an alternative.
After some play time, however, tap-n-tap was preferred by
players over drag-n-drop because it turned out to be faster for
most and created less friction with the surface. Beyond drag-
n-drop and tap-n-tap, we did not implement any additional
‘two-hands/fingers’ technique because people never tried or
suggested to interact with two hands at the same time (unlike
in other contexts [27]) and because the DiamondTouch touch
sensing only provides a bounding box so that two parallel
interactions are less reliable to detect.

Influencing Game Strategies: The intensely increased game
pace caused by the removal of turns, in addition to remov-
ing wait times, also lead to less complex strategies being em-
ployed by players. Hence, we next introduced cool-down
phases to encourage players to think more about strategy
again. For this purpose we introduced wait times (in the or-
der of a few seconds) after having made a move, either for
the piece that was moved or generally for a player. In particu-
lar this second cool-down method turned out to be difficult to
time well: a wait time that is too brief does not have much ef-
fect, while too long cool-down times essentially re-introduce
turn-based gameplay. We found that wait times of approx. 2
seconds prevent fast players from overwhelming their oppo-
nent without creating an annoying delay. However, shorter
cool-down times can make games faster, encouraging speed,
reactivity to others’ actions, and spontaneity.

In fact, we were surprised about how determined and mo-
tivated players could play without the cool-down system to
moderate the game’s pace. In such a setting people some-
times went beyond the technical limits of our DiamondTouch
hardware, touching the surface so fast that the table some-
times did not sense the contact events. In that case, losers
were very frustrated and blamed the system for making them



Figure 3: Visual feedback: left—motion pattern; mid
dle—postmove cooldown for a piece; right: move
preprogrammed to be executed after a cooldown.

lose while winners, of course, were just happy. However, the
game pace was not always as fast as it could be. We observed
groups of players to naturally adopt a turn-based gameplay,
one person waiting for the other player to move their piece,
even when they could interact at the same time.

Visual Design: The fast speed of interaction also led us to
make several visual adjustments to the interface. For exam-
ple, we noticed that when players selected a piece they often
gazed very quickly at the intended target square. To support
such fast gaze changes we added visual feedback about pos-
sible moves of a selected piece (Fig. 3, left). The quick gazes
also resulted in less attention to potential changes in the dis-
play of active pieces. Such on-demand information display
is possible in mouse-based interfaces using hover, but touch
sensing does not afford similar capabilities. Thus, any infor-
mation about a piece needs to be visible even before the piece
is selected. This applies, e. g., to showing that a piece is cur-
rently ‘frozen’ which we realized by showing the remaining
cool-down time (Fig. 3, middle). Moreover, we added a ‘next
move’ feature that lets players record a following move for a
‘frozen’ piece (Fig. 3, right). The move is then automatically
executed when the associated cool-down is over, providing
a means for players to quickly launch a massive attack. If
a waiting piece’s target field is no longer a valid destination
after a cool-down, the movement is simply canceled.

Physical Interaction: One particularly interesting aspect of
simultaneous interaction is that arm collisions occurred and
players reacted to them. Some players thought that these col-
lisions are funny and considered them to be an important part
of the game, and thus tried to block others. Other players be-
came aggressive and actively pushed their opponent’s hands
out of their way. A final group of players was afraid of con-
tact or just bothered by the conflict and waited for a more
’peaceful’ moment to operate their move. We decided to fol-
low the first group’s lead and accepted the arm collisions as a
part of the simultaneous gameplay, partially using cool-down
time-outs to avoid too aggressive behavior.

After this first development stage our main concern was that
it was difficult to teach the game to new people: how to move
the pieces, the meaning of the visual feedback, and specifi-
cally the cool-down system for people who are not gamers.

Stage 2: Integrating Tutorials

To address learning issues we created tabletop-specific tuto-
rials for RealTimeChess to teach players step-by-step how to
interact with the tabletop and the rules of the game. We di-
vided the chess board into separate personal training spaces
such that each player could train separately but also could

Figure 4: Four player tutorial on moving the piece onto
the target indicated by the square with a cross.

observe others’ interactions for learning by imitation. The
tutorials are separated into a part about piece manipulation
and one about piece selection to better be able to teach the
specifics about tabletop interaction.

The first part of the tutorial focuses on piece manipulation
and trains the three ways of piece movement, based on a
piece selected by the system and a random target to reach:

• drag-n-drop where source & target are explicitly acquired,
• tap-n-tap where only the target is explicitly acquired, and
• tossing where the target is implicitly acquired—the piece

moves as far as possible in the given direction.

Training all three options—for the several different types of
chess pieces—allows new players to assess the respective
speeds and accuracies (Fig. 4).

The second tutorial part trains piece selection and the two
cool-down methods. This part is initially still conducted in
the players’ separate regions to give them the chance to opti-
mize their speed while observing their behavior compared to
others. Afterward, however, the constraint of private zones is
dropped and players need to use the whole tabletop area for
selection and motion toward randomly selected targets. This
means that players learn to share the surface with fellow play-
ers, to deal with issues such as colliding arms, and to adjust
their strategy accordingly. The tutorial ends with a simplified
game to get players used to real game situations.

In addition to teaching the game to players for the partici-
patory design process, we also showed the tutorials to lab
visitors and used them to train participants for four user stud-
ies (on Stages 1 and 3–5). In all cases we observed that the
mutual collaboration that was evident in the tutorials entirely
disappeared in real games. This was disappointing for us,
as we had hoped to create a collaborative experience and,
thus, in the next design stage we incorporated more collab-
oration aspects into the game experience and also explored
how gameplay would be affected by more than two players.

Stage 3: Up to Four Simultaneous Players

To support more mutual collaboration we extended the game
to up to four players (Fig. 1) and specifically explored team



Figure 5: Wall squares that subdivide the board into
areas, 2 vs. 2 & 3 vs. 1 game setups (left & right, resp.).

play situations (such as 2 vs. 2 or 3 vs. 1; Fig. 5). For this pur-
pose we extended the board to larger and non-square sizes to
fill the entire display space, added more pieces, and used ded-
icated colors to distinguish the different players (using warm
and cold colors to indicate team membership). Experiment-
ing with a large pool of players in an iterative process when
adjusting such aspects was crucial at this stage to keep the
game playable and enjoyable.

One of the concepts suggested by our participants were ‘wall
squares:’ locations on the board where no pieces can be
placed (Fig. 5). The interesting effect of this concept is that it
divides the board into regions that are perceived by players as
personal and private territories, relating to these concepts in
collaborative tabletop interaction [33]. While such walls may
not be necessary in regular chess between two people where
distance to the opponent implicitly encodes territoriality, in
games with four people—one on each side of a rectangular
board—specifically the corner regions are automatically per-
ceived as shared areas, with the owner being unclear at the
start of a game. Wall squares make the regions more explicit
even though ‘private’ spaces are not safe from interactions
of other players as some pieces have long reaches (e. g., the
queen). However, we observed that private areas are almost
always devoted to hiding and protecting the king, and players
perceive it as an aggression when other players (even team-
mates) reach with their arms into this area.

The extension to three or four players and specifically their
locations around the board affected the perceived degree of
teamwork. When teammates were placed side-by-side on the
board they expressed a stronger feeling of working as a team
compared to when we placed them opposite to each other.
Interestingly, we did not observe much communication be-
tween teammates (speech or gesture) in either setting even if
players expressed a strong feeling of being part of a team. We
also noticed that that the larger boards that were necessary to
accommodate more players and the speed resulting from si-
multaneous gameplay lead to more ‘messy’ games, affected
by issues of reach. We often observed that players who sent
a piece away to a far side of the board would leave it there
because the effort to re-select it would be too high. To ad-
dress such situations we concentrated on remote interaction
techniques in the following stage.

Stage 4: Remote Interaction Techniques

The issue of having to acquire distant targets (‘reach’), in
particular in collaborative contexts, has been identified as a

Figure 6: A radar view for remote piece selection.

problem on touch-sensitive surfaces in the past (e. g., [3, 24,
25, 28, 29]). In our context we have the additional challenge
that several people interact on a relatively small space, under
time pressure, and in a competitive situation. Particularly on
the extended boards we observed increasing problems with
selecting distant pieces that have to be moved or local pieces
that have to be moved to distant locations to win the game.

For the latter action we employ the previously mentioned
tossing (e. g., [7, 32]). Applying this interaction to a se-
lected piece moves it to furthest possible destination along
the given direction. The specific parameters (speed, ampli-
tude, etc.) were specified based on player feedback, with the
DiamondTouch hardware [4] enforcing a minimum touch du-
ration (very fast touch events may otherwise not be detected).

To support remote selection we examined several interac-
tion techniques: a laser beam inspired by Vacuum [3] and
based on finger orientation detection provided by an extra
computer vision system, a similar laser beam that derived
the orientation from the direction of finger movement, and
a ‘magic ruler.’ The magic ruler could be accessed in the
board’s margins and selected pieces using drag and release
in a row successively as the finger moved away from the
margin. All three interaction techniques were ultimately dis-
liked by participants due to inherent imprecision, discomfort
(twisting fingers), and intuitiveness (real fingers do not shoot
lasers). To better understand these techniques we conducted
a controlled experiment comparing the mentioned three tech-
niques with a standard radar view (radar views were specif-
ically recommended for games by Nacenta et al. [25]) and
found that the radar view outperformed the other techniques.

Hence we decided to adjust the radar view technique to best
support RealTimeChess but made very specific choices on
the design of and interaction with the radar view. Initially,
we activated a radar view by keeping the finger pressed and
immobile for some time (approx. 750 ms), anywhere on the
table. This activation, however, proved to be physically un-
comfortable and sometimes also interfered with other tech-
niques such as drag-n-drop. Therefore, we turned the radar
view into a semi-transparent pop-up widget that could be ac-
tivated via an icon located on each edge of the board (Fig. 6)
and can be moved along this edge. Participants helped us to
adjust the radar view’s level of transparency to allow play-
ers seeing both the radar view and the board. With respect
to the visual design we deviated from the typical world-in-
miniature representation of the chess board. We specifically
employed an abstracted radar view (Fig. 6, right) that only



shows occupied squares in the players’ colors to discourage
players from exclusively playing on the radar view (which
would be similar to separate displays) and to force them to
also focus on the joint full game board. For the same reason
we also only enabled selection on the radar view and disabled
the use of drag-n-drop and tap-n-tap on it.

To validate this remote interaction we conducted a second
evaluation with 16 participants (14 male, 2 female), 6 of
which were new to the interface. To create a situation with
frequent physical interference we created a non-competitive
setup in which each player was asked to move their pieces
to the opposite side of the table. Players were free to use
direct (tap-n-tap/drag-and-drop) or remote interaction (radar
view for selection, flicking to move pieces). In addition to the
players being observed by one experimenter, we also logged
all game events and players completed a post-study question-
naire. When observing the differences between direct (drag-
n-drop and tap-n-tap) and indirect (radar view) interaction,
we noticed that novice players often seemed to prefer direct
interaction, while expert players tended to favor ‘effortless’
remote interaction. When four novice players discovered
RealTimeChess together at the same time, however, we ob-
served that one or two people spontaneously started using
the remote technique while the others kept using direct inter-
action, possibly to decrease arm interference and, thus, dis-
comfort for themselves and for their fellow players. From
player feedback we gathered that some users preferred direct
interaction, others indirect interaction, while a third group
adjusted to others such as to avoid discomfort as described.
The radar view was, thus, a valuable addition to the game
that could adjust to player’s preferred playing styles.

Stage 5: Alert Feedback

After introducing the mentioned techniques to reduce con-
flicts, to facilitate remote interaction, and to manage the pace,
one final aspect that was criticized by players was the lack of
visibility of important events: when four people interacted
and played simultaneously, the virtual space was constantly
being updated and people’s arms over the surface distracted
other players. And so it was very difficult—even for expert
players on the relatively small DiamondTouch table (107 cm
diagonal)—to remain fully aware in this co-located setting.
A good RealTimeChess player needs to keep an eye on all
other players’ moves to be able to adapt his or her strategy
and be aware of treats. However, the higher-paced the game
becomes the more difficult it gets for players to stay alert.
Since the game requires from players to focus on specific
pieces to move to specific locations, players quickly become
unaware of events that occur outside of their focus region
(due to inattentional change blindness [30, 34]). This lead
to players losing the game without an understanding of what
had happened, resulting in much frustration.

Guided by feedback provided in other real-time applications
on vertical touch-sensitive displays [1], we therefore exam-
ined ways to inform players of events happening outside of
their focus regions. Specifically we examined a global ‘alert
feedback’ to inform players about important events. For this
purpose we added concentrically growing circles, in partic-
ular, around a king that was being threatened and around

Figure 7: Circular and playeroriented alert feedback.

pieces that were being taken (Fig. 7, left). As the feedback
around threatened kings was relatively rare players readily
accepted it. The second feedback—around taken pieces—
occurred more often. While this feedback was also consid-
ered to be useful, it was also named to be distracting, in par-
ticular in four-player games. We improved it by clipping the
circle and directing it only toward the owner of the affected
piece to reduce this effect (Fig. 7, right). To validate these
signals we conducted a final study with 24 participants (21
male, 3 female; 19 new to the interface) playing in groups of
4. We logged the game events, video-recorded the games and
later counted the oral collaboration acts, and all players com-
pleted a post-study questionnaire. A statistical analysis of the
recorded data showed that the clipped visual feedback was
preferred by players without decreasing their performance,
and that the feedback significantly reduced oral communica-
tion, i. e. people did no longer have to compensate for miss-
ing feedback by means of oral communication.

Participatory Design: Summary

Our participatory design approach [2] was invaluable for de-
veloping our collaborative gaming environment. In games,
user interactions and reactions are often unpredictable for
developers and four-player games are also quite difficult to
debug and test as a single developer. While the tabletop
community has developed a number of specific interaction
techniques, has learned a lot about issued of orientation, col-
laboration, and conflicts, we had to design and re-design a
number of well-known techniques and had to think carefully
how concepts such as territoriality, ownerships, cooperation,
collaboration, and awareness would apply in our setting and
affect players’ behavior. In the end, we designed a well-liked
game (according to the informal feedback we received from
our participants) which is also a useful test-bed for general
issues related to tabletop collaboration. Our long-term ap-
proach to design led to a variety of lessons-learned, specifi-
cally in context of our competitive gaming application. We
discuss these lessons in the following section.

DISCUSSION AND LESSONS LEARNED

We organize our lessons learned into five main areas: insights
on simultaneous vs. turn-based interaction, observations on
the effects of territoriality, inferences on collaboration, notes
on perception, and conclusions about touch-based gameplay.

Simultaneous vs. TurnBased Interaction and Pace

In general, turn-based gameplay appears to become increas-
ingly rare in modern video games. It seems that turn-based in-



Figure 8: An instance where the arms of all four players
are interfering with each other.

teraction is considered typically only when high-level strate-
gies are important, and less often for group activities. In fact,
most previous gaming experiences reported by our partici-
pants were single-user games in which they faced the com-
puter in real-time scenarios. It is therefore not surprising that,
in addition to us as designers setting out to create a collabo-
rative and concurrent gaming experience, our pool of partici-
pants clearly expressed a preference for a simultaneous game
both at the start of the project and throughout the process.

One important aspect of such a simultaneous tabletop game
is that it is well known that shared surface interaction can
lead to conflict situations [25], e. g., through colliding arms
(Fig. 8). While such conflicts are typically considered to be
something to be avoided, in our gaming situation the conflicts
can be an essential aspect of a game’s attractiveness. How-
ever, not everybody appreciates the resulting physical con-
tact which, moreover, became more frequent and intensive
as the game pace increased. We addressed this issue by intro-
ducing the previously described cool-down mechanisms that
we designed to support the dialog between players without
interrupting them much. However, beyond this function we
also noticed that by changing the specific cool-down timeout
we could transition the game seamlessly from a completely
simultaneous interaction to an almost turn-based experience.

We can adjust the settings of a specific game to a group of spe-
cific players by picking a certain point along this continuous
scale to make the tabletop gaming experience enjoyable for
all players. The specific point along the spectrum depends on
the players’ individual paces because a game that is too fast
for a player will not be enjoyable for him or her, while a game
that is too slow will be boring. Furthermore, the setting also
affects the group pace because it facilitates or prohibits com-
munication between the players of a game. One could, hence,
think of the extremes of the simultaneous vs. turn-based in-
teraction scale to enforce individualistic experiences (either
very fast or essentially turn-based), while the middle rather
encourages group-based interaction (more time to communi-
cate without players having to wait for each other). Whether
this observation extends to other mutually collaborative inter-
action scenarios on shared surfaces, however, is not clear due
to the competitive nature of our game and the effect of this

competitive character on the interaction pace.

Territoriality

In addition to the effects of pace, RealTimeChess also al-
lowed us to study the effects of territoriality on shared table-
top displays in a competitive situation. Similar to Scott et
al. [33], we also observed that players thought about specific
regions of the chess board as personal/private territories or
as group territories (but not storage territories due to the na-
ture of the game). In contrast to Scott et al.’s [33] obser-
vations/guidelines, however, these regions were not explic-
itly established or externalized but instead players seemed to
have an implicit concept of the territories based on proximity,
likely due to the rigid chess board layout. The private space
of one player, for example, was the area that other players
could not easily extend their arms into without being imme-
diately noticed. Private spaces of other players were also
hard to reach and trying to access them potentially meant
facing physical hand/arm collisions. The center of the table
was a group space in our setting but was often perceived by
the players as a conflict territory. This space was full of ‘in-
conveniences’: arms of fellow players hindering one’s own
interaction and many chess pieces blocking movements.

Due to the layout of the regions largely depending on proxim-
ity, the placement of players had an important effect on how
players perceived the territoriality of the chess board. While
in the traditional two-player game there seems to be a tran-
sition from the close side of the board (personal space) to
the middle (group/conflict space) to the far side (opponent’s
personal space), RealTimeChess’ three- or four-player setups
enable corner regions between two players to be perceived as
being the personal space by both, leading to conflicts. We
addressed such concerns with wall squares which made per-
sonal spaces more explicit, relating to Scott et al.’s [33] de-
sign guidelines. With explicit private and group spaces play-
ers rarely physically intruded into other players’ personal
spaces. This typically only happened toward the end of a
game when less pieces were left and the king was hunted—
then the frontier between the spaces seemed to disappear. We
did, however, observe ‘hidden intrusions’ of private territo-
ries. When player sent a piece into an opponent’s private
space without being immediately noticed, the player would
then try to remain unseen. They would then use remote inter-
action to move the piece within the opponent’s private space
while checking the opponent’s gaze to see if this was noticed.

In summary, competitive real-time gaming applications ap-
pear to facilitate a form of territoriality that is different from
document-oriented, mutually collaborative settings. Proxim-
ity, player placement, arm presence over the table, and in-
game elements define personal and conflict territories whose
frontiers, however, can be broken by remote interaction.

Collaboration and Communication

The competitive nature of RealTimeChess (as opposed to
working for a shared goal as in many previously studied table-
top applications) also had an important impact on the collabo-
ration between players. For example, despite our cool-down
phases we still found little strategic communication between
players, even if these were members of the same team. Play-
ers mainly lamented about having lost an important piece or



asked for help. Strategic communication within teams often
only occurred when one team player had lost and, thus, the
player’s personal competition had ended. In this case they
would start giving advice to their team-mate. This behavior
only differed in periods between games or during tutorials—
all these being cases of less or no competition. Neverthe-
less, despite the low level of (strategic) communication dur-
ing games, players still expressed a feeling of awareness of
each other as a team. This feeling of awareness was stronger
if the team players were placed next to each other, and it was
weaker when they were sitting opposite of each other.

One additional exception to the general pattern of little to
no communication during games was that more experienced
players would sometimes give advice to novices. More gen-
erally, we noticed that as players became more experienced
they would also start communicating with each other more of-
ten. This happened, for example, if we would repeat games
such as a 1 vs. 3 setup with the same people 4–5 times such
that players not only became familiar with the interaction
but also with the specific game setup. In those situations
we also noticed that there was a correlation between the
amount of collaboration and the players’ efficiency, similar
to the observation by Isenberg et al. [15] for a mutually col-
laborative visual analytics task. For instance, one player
in the group of three would then give orders to his or her
teammates and would gesture with the arms to support this
communication—similar to the interactions described by Tse
et al. [37, 38]—resulting in such teams generally being more
successful. Such multi-modal forms of communication as re-
ported by Tse et al., in particular in gaming situations such
as ours, seem to be essential in surface interactions to be able
to relate, e. g., spoken communication to surface locations.

Nevertheless, we think that more work is needed to investi-
gate how to foster and steer collaboration even in competi-
tive and high-paced applications such as ours. We investi-
gated this to some degree by using tutorials and short games
with discussion times in-between the games to allow players
to develop strategies. In other situations like the previously
mentioned calls for help, however, collaboration should also
be initiated to avoid that these calls remain unanswered.

Perception and Awareness

The competitive but simultaneous game design enforced a
concurrent but extremely focused style of interaction for each
of the players. This situation lead to people becoming in-
creasingly unaware of other players’ actions as a result of
people potentially being blind to events outside of their own
(small) focus. This effect is generally termed ‘change blind-
ness,’ [30, 34] and it was interesting to see that it occurs
in our information-dense environment, even though the Dia-
mondTouch table is a smaller one (86 cm × 65 cm) among the
large touch surfaces available today. We saw that the pace of
the simultaneous interaction directly affected whether play-
ers would get isolated and miss events in regions outside their
focus. The lesson learned from this observation is that certain
interaction styles such as focused simultaneous work may be
subject to a loss of sensitivity to other people’s interactions,
despite the fact that co-located tabletop settings are often con-
sidered to be environments that foster awareness.

To address such perception issues we examined global and
personal event feedback to draw a player’s attention to a cer-
tain event on the board. However, alert feedback can become
distracting and must be carefully designed. Interface design-
ers need to consider the trade-off between an efficient and no-
ticeable feedback on one hand and a less distracting feedback
that people can more easily ignore on the other hand. From
our experience, awareness features which can be directed to
a specific receiver reduce intrusion and are generally favored.

Surface Interaction and Gameplay/Game Design

Our RealTimeChess game is inspired by traditional chess but
has undergone a large number of changes including being
played in a video game setting on a touch-sensitive tabletop
display, with simultaneous moves being possible, and with
more than two players. Every one of these changes has af-
fected the user interaction and had an influence on the game
experience. At all stages, however, we aimed to keep the
game enjoyable. Even physical embarrassments such as arm
collisions that in other tabletop applications are tried to be
avoided were, by most players, considered to be an interest-
ing aspect of the gameplay. Remote interaction that normally
solves reach issues on large surfaces, in RealTimeChess, sim-
ilarly becomes an aspect of gameplay as it enables a ‘secret
invasion’ of an opponent’s personal territory. All these ex-
amples show that what is often considered to be an issue in
tabletop interaction, in our case, became aspects of the game
design that made playing more interesting and challenging.

Other surface interaction aspects that we considered in the de-
sign of RealTimeChess are the use of single-touch vs. multi-
touch input and the aspect of identity. While multi-touch in-
put is certainly a necessity for being able to allow four play-
ers to simultaneously interact with the game, most interac-
tions occur by single-finger input. Only to invoke a menu or
to pause a game players need to use hand postures. Experi-
ments to use multi-finger or multi-hand interaction were not
appreciated by the players and were, thus, abandoned. Be-
ing able to identify each touch as provided by the Diamond-
Touch hardware [4], however, is essential to be able to re-
strict a player’s interactions to his or her own set of pieces.
If such identification is not available some aspects of the in-
teraction need to be changed. For example, we adapted the
game to FTIR input [9] and, consequently, had to abandon
tap-n-tap interaction, thus leaving only drag-n-drop for play-
ers to move the pieces. Moreover, players could now also
move opponents’ pieces (either accidentally or intentionally
to cheat). These changes, our players noted, made the game
a less enjoyable one so we did not pursue this option further.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, we reported about a long-term participatory
design process of a collaborative but competitive tabletop
game with simultaneous multi-user input. This environment
has allowed us to integrate and study a wide variety of inter-
action effects on touch-sensitive surfaces such as sequential
vs. parallel interaction, cooperative vs. competitive work, ter-
ritoriality, collaboration and communication, and perception
and awareness. This allowed us to examine how offering or
not offering certain interaction techniques as well as tuning
the setup of the game affected these effects to get a better



understanding of how they influence people’s behavior.

By having reported the whole participatory design process
and discussing the lessons that we learned from it we hope
to inform future tabletop and wall application development
as well as to get a more fundamental understanding how the
individual interaction effects relate to each other. We see the
contributions of this paper, therefore, not in any individual in-
teraction technique specifically for our RealTimeChess game
but more generally in studying how the mentioned interac-
tion effects have to be observed as well as can be used such
that they benefit the application. Of course, some the lessons
learned from our participatory design process can general-
ized more than others. Specifically, we showed that the use
of a high-paced competitive setup as opposed to a mutually
collaborative environment affects, for example, how territori-
ality is being observed (applicable in tabletop applications in
general), collaboration (supporting results from other table-
top applications), and how awareness changes (applicable in
tabletop applications in general). This may have implica-
tions for other time-critical or attention-demanding surface-
based applications such as command-and-control (e. g., air
traffic control). In addition, we think that most of our results
can be generalized to other (maybe traditionally turn-based)
board games (casino games, educational games for children,
etc.) when converted into simultaneous tabletop games (i. e.,
lessons on game pace, aspects of territoriality, player commu-
nication, and surface interaction vs. gameplay/game design).
Moreover, the use of participatory design for our touch-based
application was a good choice due to the complex nature of
the interface and the (multiple) interacting people.

A limitation of this step-by-step participatory design process,
however, is the difficulty of having access to a good pool
of participants. We intentionally asked some of the partici-
pants from evaluations of previous stages to also participate
in later stages to ensure that they could give feedback on the
changes. At the same time, we also needed new participants
to ensure that the game remained accessible to players who
had not followed the design from the beginning. In our case
we also needed people with sufficient time in their breaks
to participate to our game sessions. Limitations in our spe-
cific realization may be seen that we have concentrated, de-
spite the DiamondTouch hardware’s broader capabilities, on
single-touch interactions. This design choice, however, re-
sulted from our intention to limit the interaction to simple
techniques without complex gestures or postures to facilitate
fast-paced interactions, a choice that our participants appreci-
ated; other application domains with less high-paced but still
simultaneous interaction may also use gestural interaction.

Of course, there is potential for further work on additional im-
provements and other specific issues of the RealTimeChess
game, some of which were mentioned in the paper. More
generally, however, we think that continuing the study of how
different interaction techniques and game settings affect the
overall player interaction would be the more interesting av-
enue of future work, one that we intend to continue.
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